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COSMICALRELATIONS OF LIGHT TO GRAVITY.

By Pliny Earle Chase.

Prof. Kirkwood's very interesting presentation of the evidence wliicli

indicates special lines of disturbance on the Sun's surface, furnishes a new
analogy to guide the researches of investigators. The well known de-

pendence of one class of magnetic fluctuations on the position of ocean

meridians, strengthens his hypothesis of similar meridians beneath the

solar photosphere* which may possibly be detected by spectroscopic ob-

servations, while the coincidence of luminous, magnetic, and gravitating

lines encourages renewed efforts to trace out the fundamental harmonies

of our planetary system.

Wheatstone's experiments have been generally regarded as proving

that the velocity of electricity is greater than that of light. But the out-

break of the solar spot recorded by Sir John Herschel, and the simulta-

neous agitation of the magnetic needles at Kew and elsewhere, render it

probable that electrical action is sometimes, if not always, transmitted

with precisely the same velocity as light. May it not be that the induc-

tion between the successive coils of a wire, however Avidely they may be
separated, produces a spark before the electric current has traversed the

whole extent of the wire ? Or, if the wire were transparent, is there any
reason for supposing that it would transmit a wave of light less rapidly

than one of electricity ?

The analogies to which attention has been called by numerous ob-

servers, between phenomena which are dependent upon various forms of

force, may be supplemented by relations, no less curious and interesting,

of light to cosmical gravitation, some of which are shown in the follow-

ing equations. They appear to open a new field for inquiry, in which
analysts may, perhaps, find profitable employment.

Let the sun and planets be denoted by the following subscript figures.

Oij ^ >'> 9 -i'l ©4; '^5; inner asteroidg; mean asteroid,; superior asteroidf,;

2/9) h 10) ¥11? Wl2'

Let h be the modulus of solar light, on the hypothesis that the luminif-

erous aether is an indefinitely elastic, material medium, and that, therefore,

h = —, u denoting the velocity of light.

2?i

y = velocity, and T = time of theoretical planetary revolution at the

surface of the sun, or of a planet.

i),i = velocity, and tn = time, of axial rotation of n
r = radius

m= mass

d = mean distance from sun

T = centre of gyration = i/f

* See also Henshall on 6 of ^ , 9 > and IJ. with same face of sun. Cjsmos. xvii., Nov.
1860. p. 573.
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c = 1 -]- orbital excentricity

^ = effective inertia of votatioii = moment of inertia divided by time of

revolution = m y'T' Then
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In the orbital motion tlie pressure of solar force is nearly constant, but

terrestrial gravity tends to maintain the atmospliere at a uniform level,

or in a constant volume. Now the kinetic energy under constant pres-

sure : that under constant volume : : 1.421 : 1, or very nearly : : y 2 : 1.

M. Treves found that the number of oscillations in a tuning fork was

increased j|y by magnetizing the fork. Farther experiments are desir-

able to determine whether his result may be accepted as a general one,

but it may be temporai-ily regarded as curiously coincident with our

hypothetical case, in which

*• '"'•'•
v' 2m : V to'

817: 1 : : y2my : V lUi

18. I 3wi : Vm^ : : sp. gr. water : sp. gr. air (at mean tempera-

ture)

19. (^2to, )*: ( 7«4 )^ -91 -ffi

20. 2g,t,X
I'

= V4

21. The inertia of the air which is retarded by the thermal and

tidal "brakes" appears to be overcome and the wave-equilibrium re-

stored, after g^ has acted for a sufficient time to give V^.

/ veai'lv \ ^

22. ^-^ ""
( ri

-1
b^''o™etric range

)
at St. Helena x Si h ^

23.
2i

2™" X [e,]' : V'm, ••g^-.g.X (^-£)

24. Mean vel. of sound = mean vel. of air.

25. If ^ be divided in proportion to the i of the several planets,

Jupiter's proportion will be /. of 1125.84 = 692.83, and 692.83 x Vi = «•

It may be desirable to modify some of these equations by considerations

connected with centrifugal force. The closeness of the principal analo-

gies may be illustrated by a few examples, in which I assume the following

values as a basis of comparison : A
' - = 1.449662; / ri= 5.630334 .•. Xh=

m,
11.302517 ;—and Newcomb's estimates, ^ = 326,800: d^ = 92,380,000 ; v

= 185,600.

Sporer. Faye. Carrinston. Kirkwood. Theory. Mean.
1. ti = 24.62447 dy. 25.07472 dy. 24.9711 dy. 24.S2594 dy 25.0297 dy. 24.90.52 dy.

.-. M = 188,697 m. 185,267 m. 186,035 m. 187.123 m. 185,600 m. 186,528 m.
Theoretical. Assumed.

Q d,., 30.070552 A
'•

Sr--387098r
-^«8,770 465,604.

4. -^ = 682.3516 .-. ^' = 3.1416 3.158.
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5. _^= 68.88 .-.
"*^ = 326,800 [327,2801*

-.(. (?i2 30.070552 d,, „ ,
''•

.to^-^:538r •••.;r^'^^^^
'^''''^

15. _^ _ 216.395 ... Y> =216,395 218,142.

^'- -, = 817 .-.-^=333,750 326,800.

io ,, water m,!«• Means, g. ---.— =807.45+ .-. -1 325,380 326,800.
air r,l^ '

19. (2x326,800)^ = 28.43 .-.^=28.43 28.162.

20. 2g^t^ X -^* = 18.7m. .-. Y, = 18.7 18.4.

21. 2,y, X 50i X 60 = 18.376 m. .-. V^ = 18.376 18.4.

/.135 x2 2

("067 ) ^^^^' =92, 361, 900m. .-.(?, = 92, 361, 900 92,880,000.

24.
COS. 43° X2nr^ ^ ni2.97ft. .-. vel. = 1112.97 1118.09$

25. 692.83 Vi = 187,750 m. .-.« = 187,750 185,600.

26. The earth's proportion would be .000862 of 1125.84 = .97, and

97 X ^1 ^~ mass of sun

®i 3 ^" mass of planets

27. .97 X 3 ^i T, = u.

The following estimates of the sun's mass and distance, and the veloc-

ity of light, are derived from the foregoing equations :

From mag- From sp. From From at- From an- From in- From
netio accel- gravity length of mospher- nual baro- ertia of mean estl-

eration. of air. day. ic inertia, m'icrange- Jupiter, mate offliM

Sun's mass 383,750 325,380 341,-560 325.520 326,610 338,490 321,940

Sun's distance 93,033,200 92,246,000 93,886,300 92,260,000 92,361,900 93,450,000 91,920,000

Vel. Of light 186,910 185,330 188,6.30 185,360 185,560 187,750 184,670

The study of gaseous molecular motions may, perhaps, be aided by the

analogies of luminous vibrations. The equation u = g^ t^ seems to be an

important one. A solitary planet or particle would acquire the velocity

of revolution in a circular orbit in ^ of the time of revolution, but the

particles of the hypothetical elastic fluid to wliicli the luminous vibrations

are attributed, under the combined pressure of
ffi

and of their own adja-

* As tlie value assumed for r, was derived from this equation, tlie theoretical and assumed
results of course correspond exactly. The bracketed number corresponds to- the ordinary value

—= 216.4. The estimates vary from 214.9 to 217.5.
n

t According to .Tohnston's Physical Atlas, the average of the air and ocean temperatures on the

parallels of 45° latitude, is 53°. 69 F. The specific gravity of air at that temperature is 1
-=-

807 45.

t The retardations of the atmospheric tides at St. Helena, at
() , 6 , 12*, and 18 respectively,

are 59™' S5™, 26™ and 31™
, tlie mean retardation being 50,^4™ [See Tmn.<t. A. P. S., vol. 13, p.

12«.J

2 Mean of polar (32°) and equatorial (82°) = 57°. Isothermal of 57© = latitude 43°.
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cent particles, do not acquire the oscillatory velocity of light until y^

has acted for i the time of rotation. Does this indicate successive vibra-

tions in the directions of three co-ordinate axes ? And does the tidal action

of the planets contribute to the disturbance from which the vibrations

originate? The sun-spot theoi-y, and equations 25, 26, and 27, favor

such a hypothesis. The proportionality indicated by (1,)

M : «! : : ^1 <i2 : 2 TT r,

becomes signiJicant, if vre consider that any equatorial particle must

move through the distance 2 tt ^j before it returns to the same relative

position, and that during the entire series of disturbances, through which

it passes in the interval, g^ is exerting an energy, the resultant of which

is eqviivalent to a fall of g^ ty^.

BORINGRECORDSFROMTHE ANTHRACITEBASIN.

By Mr. P. W. Sheafer.

Record of Lower Boring. N'assau Shaft. One mile north of Scranton.

From Surface below B. Boad.

Rock,


